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Positive Childhood Rituals

Write about a positive ritual from your childhood. Think about a special
memory of a ritual that gave you joy, meaning, and connection.
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Rituals You Love…
But Forget to do Frequently
Answer the following prompts about habits and practices:
Think of an activity that enhances your well-being, that makes you feel good, but you
struggle to do it routinely. And whenever you do this activity, you LOVE doing it!

How can you create a HABIT by focusing on consistency and regular performance to
bring this joy into your life on an on-going basis?
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Incorporate New Rituals to Create
More Well-being
Is there a DIFFERENT activity that, if you could hone your skills, would bring
you more well-being? Create a PRACTICE.

Write down two specific ways you can spend 5 to 15 minutes each day to incorporate
this new practice into your life. Focus on an intention for learning more about this skill
in each session. Try to have fun and be self-compassionate. If you are gentle with
yourself, chances are the experience will be much more enjoyable and it will likely
increase your performance as well. Track your progress for 21 days to help incorporate
the new practice.
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Connecting with Your Values
Take a moment to read through the list of values below and circle the ones
that resonate for you. Feel free to add values in the empty boxes if you have
a value that is not listed.
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Integrating Your Values into Rituals
Pick your top 5 values and fill them into the column on the left. In the column on the
right, think of rituals that you do frequently where you think about your values while
you’re doing these rituals. For example, if helping others is your value, the ritual could
be doing one thing each day to help a neighbor or stranger. It could be a ritual you
already do, but now you can add a new dimension to make it even more meaningful by
linking a value that you cherish to the ritual.
Values:

Rituals:
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Rituals of Vitality

Choose a goal to amplify your vitality rituals or to bring more vitality into your
life. It can be one of the rituals we just discussed in the video, or you can
choose to create a different ritual to jumpstart your energy.
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Three Good Things
Appreciating the many good things in life is tied to increased well-being and
deepened relationships. Here is one of the most powerful Positive Psychology
interventions. It’s a wonderful ritual called Three Good Things. This ritual is best
performed at the end of the day. Take care to set aside 10 minutes each evening.
Do the activity for at least one week.
Write down three good things that you remember from your day. Include a
description of what happened for each good thing, and why you remember it as
positive.
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Resilience Rituals Toolkit
Pick one of these suggestions and write about how you will incorporate it into your
life. If the spirit moves you, you can journal about all of these suggestions.
Find a ritual object that reminds you of what you’ve overcome in the past
Spend a few minutes with an inspirational reading in the morning
Place post-it notes with positive messages where you will see them throughout the day
Focus on progress not perfection
Create a resilience playlist
Learn how to ask people for help
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Guidelines for Creating SoaringSigns
This SoaringSigns activity will give you an opportunity to add some color, good
cheer and personality to your room. There are many customs that bring good
luck to a door or a house. Let’s look at some of these traditions to see how to
transform the wall next to a hospital bed, or the door of the room.
The Pennsylvania Dutch tradition of hex signs (it is for good luck, it has nothing
to do with putting a hex on people!) was first used to brighten up the sides of
barns with stars and circles. This tradition grew to include hearts, tulips and
trees of life. The star is usually blue and symbolizes goodwill. The tulips
represent faith and trust in man and the bundles of wheat symbolize
abundance. Design your own hex sign and message.
The Chinese tradition of feng shui is a practice of harmonizing one’s energy with
the surrounding environment. Many animals have powerful energy to protect
and inspire. The most commonly recognized symbol is the turtle dragon. He is
powerful and strong and capable of bearing life's burdens. He brings prosperity
and strength. Design your own animal sign and message.
The horseshoe is one of the most well-known symbols for good luck. Metal or
wooden horseshoes are hung upside down next to a door with the ends
pointing upwards so that the horseshoe acts as a storage container for good
luck. Design your own horseshoe sign and message.
Choose an idea to make a sign for yourself or to give to another patient.
Here are some other ideas:
# 1 ____________ Fan (insert name of sports team or band)
Joke tester. Tell me your funniest joke.
Dancing Star
World Champion _____________ (insert hobby)
Do Not Disturb
COME IN
Future Rock Star
I am Fabulous!
Pointer: Use the entire page to write and illustrate your sign. Make one for
yourself and for someone special.
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SoaringSigns
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